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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2019 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but they do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/Images/304213-specification-accredited-gcsebusiness-j204.pdf for full details of the assessment for
this qualification. These exemplar answers should also be
read in conjunction with the sample assessment materials
and the June 2019 Examiners’ report or Report to Centres
available from Interchange https://interchange.ocr.org.
uk/.
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins –
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Question 16(d)

[2]

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This response shows a good understanding of market segmentation and how a business could use this technique to help decide
where to place an advert. However, the answer is generic and can only be awarded one of the available two marks. In order to gain
both marks, the response needs to be contextual. Centres are advised to encourage candidates to answer all questions that include
the name of the business in the question contextually.
As a learning tool it may be helpful to set learners some apparently similar questions (one generic and two containing the name of
a business) and then discuss how each would be marked. For example “Q1 Explain how a business could use market segmentation
when deciding where to place an advert for its products”; “Q2 Explain how Ford Motors could use market segmentation when
deciding where to place an advert for its new car models” and “Q3 Explain how Ford Motors could use market segmentation when
deciding where to place an advert for its new gas buses”. In Q2 and Q3 the explanation needs to refer specifically to advertising
new car models or new gas buses, respectively. This activity should clarify the differing needs of the question and, therefore, the
difference in the way each needs to be answered. Two or three such questions (on whatever topic is currently being studied) could
be set as lesson starters to repeatedly reinforce this learning point throughout the programme of study.
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Exemplar 2

2 marks

Examiner commentary
The wording of this question includes the name of the business, therefore, to achieve full marks the candidate needs to give a
correct and contextually specific answer.
This response shows both an understanding of market segmentation and how it can be used to help Ford Motors decide where to
place an advert for a new car model. The answer is specific to Ford as it refers cars being targeted by age to the younger generation
by placing adverts near clubs and bars. The candidate is awarded full marks because the answer is both correct and contextual.
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Question 16(f)(iii)
[7]

Exemplar 1

3 marks
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Examiner commentary
All seven mark extended response questions on this qualification are assessed for three specific skills i.e. application, analysis and
evaluation. On this question, two marks were available for application, two marks for analysis and three marks for evaluation. Each
skill is assessed separately. Please see the assessment grid in the published mark scheme for further details.
This response begins with a clear statement that Ford should continue to use the product lifecycle when planning the marketing
of its products. The reason presented is that it will help Ford increase sales. The method by which this can be achieved is outlined
in lines 11-13 of the response and is deemed analytical due to the reference ‘it can increase sales again’. The remainder of the
response attempts to present some disadvantages but none of these are valid. On re-reading the response it should be noted that
all comments made would apply generically to other businesses, the response does not contain any contextual argument. The
response was awarded 3 of the available 7 marks: zero for application, one mark for analysis and two marks for evaluation.
Perhaps a better way to structure the answer to this question would be to begin with the positives, continue with the negatives
and retain the final decision (with reasoning) to the end of the answer. Whilst the order in which the answer is presented in no way
affects the marks awarded, this approach is more likely to encourage the candidate to outline a contextual advantage/disadvantage
to Ford and the positive/negative impact that these have on the business in much more detail, as these points then become integral
to the decision-making process. Using a writing frame in class, at least initially, may help learners better structure their answers.

Exemplar 2

4 marks
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Examiner commentary
For this question, two marks were available for application, two marks for analysis and three marks for evaluation. Each of these skills
is assessed separately. Please see the assessment grid in the published mark scheme for further details.
This response begins with an advantage to Ford of using the product lifecycle when planning its marketing i.e. it will know to begin
marketing when car sales start to fall. The argument culminates with an impact on the business (i.e. analysis) – allows more cars to
be sold with an overall lower spend on promotion. This first paragraph gains one application mark and one analysis mark.
The second paragraph attempts to argue the negatives of using the product lifecycle. Despite the arguments being presented being
too vague to be awarded, this is a good way to structure the response i.e. begin with a positive analytical point, and then continue
with a negative analytical point before moving to a conclusion.
The third paragraph shows a clear decision ‘Ford should continue’ and backs this up with a valid reason i.e. “to save a lot of marketing
money”. The justification is awarded two of the three available evaluation marks. To be awarded three marks for evaluation, the
justification needs to be ‘strong’, i.e. contextual.
The response was awarded 4 of the available 7 marks: one mark for application, one mark for analysis and two marks for evaluation.
A much stronger disadvantage would have significantly improved the marks for this response. Nevertheless, it is a good example
of how to structure the response: contextual advantage – analysed; contextual disadvantage – analysed; decision with contextual
reasoning.
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Question 17(a)

[3]

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
For this question marks were awarded as follows: one mark for identifying a suitable communication method and up to two marks
for explanation (two marks for a contextual explanation or one mark for a generic explanation).
This response identifies a suitable communication method and is awarded one mark. The explanation is deemed too vague to be
awarded. References to ‘easy’, ‘cheap’ or ‘efficient’ can rarely awarded; a comparator with reasoning may help to make the argument
more specific e.g. ‘easier than …’ or ‘cheaper than …’. However, the better way to answer this type of question would be to give a
more specific advantage of the method. In the case of ‘phone calls’ this could be the instant nature of the communication or the
benefit of two way communication or the opportunity to ask questions or gain clarification.
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Exemplar 2

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This answer is awarded one mark for identifying a suitable communication method and an additional mark for the explanation that
multiple text messages can be sent at once, making them less time consuming. The explanation is detailed and accurate, but it is
not contextual. To gain full marks the explanation needs to be contextual since the question asks specifically about Redrow Homes.
To gain full marks the explanation needs to be contextual. Perhaps one of the easiest ways to include context in this particular
response would have been to change the final few words from the generic ‘many at once’ to ‘all of the builders at once’ or ‘all of the
bricklayers at once’ etc.
A simple starter or a plenary activity may help to reinforce learners’ understanding of how to provide contextual explanation: a short
question with a generic response could be displayed on screen, learners should then be asked to turn it into a contextual response
(and therefore a full mark response) by inserting or changing a few words. For fun, learners could be asked to do this in as few words
as possible, such competitive activities tend to stick in the mind.
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Question 17(e)(iii)
[3]

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
A ‘recommend’ question always requires a decision. Somewhere in their response, the candidate needs to make clear to the
examiner what their decision is – for this question ‘interviews’ or ‘group activities’. Sitting on the fence and saying they should use
both does not answer the question set and would not be awarded marks.
This response clearly declares the candidate’s recommendation and outlines a reason. In fact, this candidate gives two reasons – one
relating to time and one relating to checking out skills. Either of these answers justify the selection of ‘group activities’, the candidate
is awarded 2 of the available 3 marks.
To achieve full marks the justification needs to be contextual. The question asks for a recommendation as to which selection
activities Redrow Homes should use; it is not a generic question on which of the two selection methods is better (indeed such a
generic question would make little sense). The examiner was looking for some particular reason why Redrow Homes should choose
one of these particular activities. In this particular response a reference to needing to select ‘130 apprentices’ could have been linked
to the time factor argument, or a reference to the type of skills needed e.g. ‘working as a team with other builders’ or ‘carpentry skills’
could have been added to the skills argument.
It should be noted that either activity (interviews or group activities) could be recommended by the candidate (there is no correct or
incorrect answer) and, so long as the justification was contextual the answer would be awarded full marks.
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Exemplar 2

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This answer is just what examiners were looking for. The response makes clear their recommendation in the opening line i.e. ‘group
activities’; it then goes on to provide a comparative justification of why group activities are better than interviews i.e. communication
and leadership skills can be assessed rather than just personality. The importance of finding out whether the applicant has the
required communication and leadership skills is justified contextually in the final line of the response i.e. ‘as they will all be working
on a building site all together’. The response contains all of the elements required for full marks.
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Question 18(c)(ii)
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[3]

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
A ‘recommend’ question always requires a decision. Somewhere in their response, the candidate needs to make clear to the
examiner what their decision. This response begins by clearly stating the candidate’s selection i.e. the owners of the two businesses.
A chain of argument is presented, culminating in more profit being generated for the owners. Since profit is the return for enterprise,
it is directly attributable to the owners; the explanation is deemed valid and, therefore, the selection justified. On reading through
the answer, however, it should be noted that this answer would apply to absolutely any businesses in the private sector that planned
to merge. There is no attempt at contextualising this response. The response is, therefore, awarded two of the available three marks.
To achieve full marks on this question the justification needs to be both correct and contextual. Without the context the candidate
has, in effect, answered a slightly different question i.e. ‘recommend which stakeholder group would be most affected if two
business merged vertically’.

Exemplar 2

3 marks

Examiner commentary
Although not a commonly seen answer, ‘competitors’ especially ‘other garden centres’ is a perfectly valid answer. The response then
uses a chain of argument to explain why and how the competitors would be affected. The argument centres around being unable
to obtain supplies of plants and thus, with limited stock, being unable to make a profit. This argument is both valid and contextual.
The response is awarded full marks.
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Question 18(d)
[9]

Exemplar 1

5 marks
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Examiner commentary
All nine mark extended response questions on this qualification are assessed for five specific skills i.e. knowledge, understanding,
application, analysis and evaluation. On this question, one mark was available for knowledge, one mark for understanding, two
marks for application, two marks for analysis and three marks for evaluation. Each skill is assessed separately. Please see the
assessment grid in the published mark scheme for further details.
This response is awarded both of the marks for knowledge and understanding. The knowledge mark is awarded for the accurate
use of the organisational structure term ‘layers’ used throughout the response. The understanding mark is awarded for showing
understanding of this particular change in organisational structure i.e. that it will mean making people unemployed. Application
marks on this question are for using the data in Text 3, as required by the wording of the question. To award the application marks
the examiner is looking for ‘use’ of the data, rather than solely quoting the data. This response contains two such uses as evidenced
by the calculation that ‘32 people’ will lose their jobs and that the business will save ‘£1.3 million’ on salaries. Both application marks
were awarded. No analysis marks were awarded. Analysis on a question like this refers to an impact on the business itself, for example
impact on profit, cash flow or reputation. The second paragraph contained an impact on employees but could not be awarded as
the impact on the stakeholder was not developed to its end point of impact on the business itself. The final paragraph repeats the
decision made right at the beginning of the response that the business should not go ahead with this change in organisational
structure. A decision has been made, but the reasoning ‘to keep everything balanced’ is too weak to be awarded as justification,
therefore one evaluation mark is awarded for making a decision. The response scores 5 of the available 9 marks.
To improve this response, the candidate would need to continue their chain of argument in the points made until they reach the
impact on the business itself. In the second paragraph the argument about the employees suffering ‘strain and fatigue’ could have
been developed to a fall in customer service leading to a fall in revenue or an increase in absenteeism leading to a reduction in
output, etc. The reference to ‘save money’ at the end of paragraph 3 came close to being analytical, but the use of the term ‘money’
here was too vague. Had the candidate said ‘reducing labour costs’ or even ‘reducing costs’ it would have been awarded as analytical.
In addition, the decision at the end of the response needed to be supported with something more specific (and preferably
contextual), perhaps a fall in customer service due to the loss of 32 employees is likely to lead to a bad reputation for the business
and a fall in profitability.
It should be noted that candidates who discussed the positives and negatives before making a decision appeared to do better on
this question. The way in which the candidate orders their answer in no way affects the marks awarded, however beginning with the
positives and negatives (leaving the decision-making until the end) tended to lead to more rounded and more carefully considered
responses. The use of a writing frame in class, at least initially, may help learners develop an appropriate structure for answering such
questions.

Exemplar 2

9 marks
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Examiner commentary
This response is just what the examiner is looking for. It is clearly structured, uses accurate organisational structure terminology
(flat, layers), shows understanding of the change (making employees redundant), analyses the pros and cons (increasing profits,
increasing costs,), uses the data given in Text 3 to support the argument, (32 employees, salary of £1,300,000, extra £300,000
supervisor wages), leaves the decision-making to the end when all points have been raised, and justifies the decision made using
both business argument and context (saving £1,000,000 in wages). Full marks were awarded.
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